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BACKGROUND
July 2016 – The Preservation Commission upheld an initial determination of significance and
placed a one‐year stay of demolition on the house.
SITE AND NEIGHBORHOOD
18 Cramond Road is currently a vacant lot. Prior to its demolition, a single‐family two and a half
story home built in 1890 sat on the site. The lot has now been clear cut. The property is
located near the intersection of Cramond Road and Heath Street. There is a flag shaped lot –
150 Heath Street – located to the rear of 18 Cramond Road.
The neighborhood consists mostly of large single‐family homes in a mix of traditional styles.
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APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL
The applicant, Four Year Realty Trust, is proposing to construct a new single‐family home. The
new structure will be two and a half stories. The proposed house has a main structure with an
unfinished attic and basement connected by a single‐story mudroom to a two‐story two‐car
garage on the first level, and a bedroom above. The applicant also proposes a circular driveway
in front of the home which requires front yard setback relief and a pool for the backyard.

FINDINGS
Section 5.09.4 – Design Standards The most relevant sections of the design review standards
are described below:
a. Preservation of Trees and Landscape
The applicant has clear cut the lot of all trees. The applicant is proposing to replant trees and
shrubs in the front yard as well as around the perimeter of the house in order to improve
screening between the property and abutters. A landscape plan has been submitted with a
plant list, but sizes and spacing of plant material has not been included.
b. Relation of Buildings to Environment
The proposed structure will be sited 50 feet from the front property line which is a similar
setback to other properties on Cramond Road. The required setback is 20 feet. This setback is
4 feet larger than the setback of the existing house. The proposed house also exceeds side
setbacks. The rear setback was decreased in order to move the structure further back on the
property.
c. Relation of Buildings to the Form of the Streetscape and Neighborhood
The height of the proposed home is similar to adjacent homes in the immediate neighborhood.
Most of the neighboring homes are 2 1/2 story brick or wood clapboard homes, traditional in
style. The new home proposed for 18 Cramond will also be traditional. Many of its
characteristics will model the Georgian Revival style.
d. Open Space
The site’s primary open space is located at the front and rear of the dwelling. The proposed site
design exceeds the amount of open space requirements for a single‐family residence in an S‐40
district. The open space at the rear of the property consists of a play lawn, swimming pool,
terraces, walks and buffer planting which comprises almost one‐third acre.
e. Circulation
Two curb cuts are proposed from Cramond Road in order to provide thru‐vehicular circulation
to the front entry of the new dwelling, as well as the garage. The northernmost curb cut from
Cramond Road is proposed 40’ further from Heath Street than the existing curb cut, in order to
provide a safe and efficient entry and exit to the property. Pedestrian circulation around the
proposed house is accommodated by a series of stone walks and lawn paths.
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f. Stormwater Drainage
Stormwater management will comply with Article 8.25. The proposed stormwater management
system will be designed to reduce the peak rates of runoff and volume so that there is no
increase from the existing conditions for the 2, 10, 25 and 100 year design storms. The
proposed stormwater management system includes two infiltration structures in landscaped
areas one in the northeast corner and one in the rear of the lot. The systems are designed to
infiltrate or retain the 25 year 24 hour event (5.5” of rain). The size of the infiltration system is
based upon final soil testing results. There is no proposed connection to the municipal drainage
system. Potential emergency overflows follow the existing drainage patterns toward the
southwest.
The proposed drainage system has a Long Term Maintenance and Operations Plan that will
include measures to be implemented during construction as well as post construction to ensure
that the system operates as designed. The plan has been submitted to the engineering
department for review and approval.
g. Utility Service
All utilities will enter and leave the house underground. New water, sewer, gas and power
connections are proposed. All utilities will be sized for a single family house.
Section 5.09.2.n
n. any construction of newly created space, whether or not habitable, finished or built out,
where such space substantially satisfies the requirements for habitability under the State
Building Code or could with the addition of windows or doors and without other significant
alterations to the exterior of the building be modified to substantially meet such habitability
requirements, and which space if finished or built out or converted to habitable space would
result in the total Gross Floor Area of the structure being greater than the permitted Gross
Floor Area in Table 5.01. In granting any such special permit, the Board of Appeals, in addition
to the requirements of §5.09 and §§9.03 to 9.05, shall be required to find that the massing,
scale, footprint, and height of the building are not substantially greater than, and that the
setbacks of the building are not substantially less than, those of abutting structures and of
other structures conforming to the zoning by‐law on similarly sized lots in the neighborhood. In
granting a special permit for construction of such non‐habitable space, the Board of Appeals
shall set forth as a condition of the special permit the extent to which such space may or may
not be converted to habitable space in the future pursuant to Section 5.22 or otherwise, with
the allowed future conversion to habitable space no greater than the applicant’s
representation of the intended amount of future conversion.
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Section 5.22 – Floor Area Ratio

Floor Area

Floor Area Ratio
(% of allowed)

Allowed

.15
(100%)

Proposed

With unfinished attic
and basement
.13 (87%)
With finished attic and
basement
.18 (120%)

Allowed by
Special Permit
in 10 years

Finding

.195
(130%)

Special Permit
With unfinished attic
and basement:
5,573
Floor Area (s.f.)

6,534

8,494
With finished attic and
basement:
7,836

Section 5.43 – Exceptions to Yard and Setback Regulations
Section 6.04.5.c.1 – Design of All Off‐Street Parking Facilities

Setback

Required

Existing

Proposed

Finding

Front Yard (Driveway)

25 feet

n/a

19.7 feet

Special Permit*

* Under Section 5.43, the Board of Appeals may waive by special permit yard and/or setback requirements, if a
counterbalancing amenity is provided.

PLANNING BOARD COMMENTS
The Planning Board is supportive of this proposal for a new house. The Board finds the
proposed structure to be reasonably sized for the neighborhood (as shown by an analysis
provided by the applicant) and attractively designed. The FAR, not including the unfinished
basement and attic space, is below what is allowed. Although the applicant is not proposing to
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finish a basement room labelled an exercise room, it could be finished within the allowed FAR.
If the applicant finishes all of the basement and attic in the future, the increased FAR would
conform to what is allowed in ten years under a special permit. Due to the large size of the lot,
the impact on the neighborhood should be minimal, and the applicant will install extensive new
landscaping as screening. Other homes of similar massing and scaling exist nearby and the lots
in the area are wooded and provide ample screening. The Board was satisfied with the
proposed preliminary landscape plan presented by the project landscape architect and the
conditions that were mutually agreed upon between the applicant and the direct abutters. A
final landscape plan should include sizes and spacing of plant material.
Therefore, the Planning Board recommends approval of the site plan by Vaclaz Talacko, dated
8/9/17, and the architectural plans by Noury‐Ello Architects, dated 8/7/2017, subject to the
following conditions:
1. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall submit final site plans, floor
plans and elevations, subject to the review and approval of the Assistant Director of
Regulatory Planning.
2. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall submit a final landscaping
plan indicating all plant species, size and number of each. Said plan shall be
conceptually consistent with the landscaping renderings presented to the Planning
Board on September 7, 2017. The Perimeter Planting Plan on the subject lot shall be in
compliance with a Perimeter Planting plan by Leblanc Jones Landscaping Architects, Inc.
dated September 7, 2017 and presented to the Planning Board on September 7, 2017. If
any changes are proposed to the Perimeter Planting plan, those proposed changes must
be approved by the Assistant Director of Regulatory Planning after notice to and
consultation with the abutters living at 30 Cramond and 150 Heath St. The Assistant
Director of Regulatory Planning shall consult also with one of the landscape architects
on the Planning Board prior to approving any requested modifications.
3. All new fencing on the property borders shall be a black rubber coated five foot chain
link fence.
4. Other than the removal of portions of the stone wall at the front of the property on 18
Cramond Street per the approved plans, the remaining portions of the wall shall be
maintained, and any damage caused by tree removal or construction for the project
shall be repaired prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.
5. The gravel driveway shall be built in accordance with a plan dated September 7, 2017.
Any change to the driveway shall go through a new permitting process if necessary, or if
permitting is not necessary, shall be subject to approval by the Assistant Director of
Regulatory Planning, after notice to and consultation with the abutters living at 30
Cramond St.
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6. The extent to which any non‐habitable space may be converted to habitable space in
the future, in addition to other relevant By‐law sections, must comply with §5.22 of the
Zoning By‐law.
7. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, a Long Term Maintenance and Operations
Drainage Plan, including construction and post‐construction measures, shall be
approved by the Engineering Department.
8. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall submit to the Building
Commissioner for review and approval for conformance to the Board of Appeals
decision: 1) a final site plan stamped and signed by a registered engineer or land
surveyor; 2) final floor plans and elevations stamped and signed by a registered architect
or engineer; and 3) evidence that the Board of Appeals decision has been recorded at the
Registry of Deeds.
Knm/pss
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